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This invention relates to a method of and apparatus 
for the completion and production of oil wells and the 
like. 
A prime object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and simpli?ed means to be run into the well bore with a 
string of well casing and positioned in the well bore to 
fully protect and seal one or more oil producing zones 
from contact with cement or other foreign matter, and in 
cluding valve means operable selectively to place the 
producing zones in direct communication with the interior 
of the casing without the necessity of arti?cial perfora 
tion. 
A further and more general object is to provide a 

method and apparatus for effecting well completion and 
production with high economy and ef?ciency and without 
interfering with normal cementing operations and other 
conventional well completion processes. 
A further object is to provide a method and apparatus 

of the mentioned character which after placement in 
the 'Well bore allows selective operation or production 
of multiple level oil producing formations or zones in 
dependently of other such zones in the well without the 
necessity for the usual perforation of the well casing 
adjacent to the producing zones. 

Still another object is to provide a method and ap 
paratus for sealing and protecting the producing for 
mations of the well prior to and during the cementing 
of the casing and then operable to receive the oil from 
the producing formations in a controlled manner and 
selectively subsequent to the cementing operation. 

Gther objects and advantages of the invention will be 
apparent during the course of the following vdescrip 
tion. 

In the accompanying drawings forming a part of this 
application and in which like numerals are employed 
to designate like parts of the same, 
FIGURE 1 is a partly diagrammatic side elevation 

of apparatus according to the invention positioned in 
a well bore and connected in a string of casing adjacent 
several producing zones of the well, the diameter of the 
well bore being exaggerated somewhat relative to the 
casing for the purpose of clarity, 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged central vertical longitudi 

nal section through a single formation protector and 
production valve unit according to the invention with 
the expandable sealing element thereof in a collapsed 
position and spaced from the well bore, 
FIGURE 3 is a sectional view similar to FIGURE 2 

with the sealing element expanded into engagement with 
the well bore and under the influence of internal pres 
sure for protecting the adjacent formation prior to and 
during the cementing of the casing, 
FIGURE 4 is a similar sectional view illustrating the 

unit subsequent to the cemeting operation and showing 
the valve means adjusted for producing the adjacent 
formation, 
FIGURE 5 its an enlarged fragmentary vertical sec 

tion through a check valve circled in broken lines in 
FIGURE 4, 
FIGURE 6 is an enlarged horizontal transverse sec 

tion taken on line 6-—-6 of FIGURE 2, 
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FIGURE 7 is a similar section taken on line 7-7 of 

FIGURE 4. 
In the drawings, wherein for the purpose of illustra 

tion is shown a preferred embodiment of the invention, 
the numeral 113 designates a well bore of the required 
depth which has been drilled in a conventional manner. 
For the purpose of clarity of illustration, the diameter 
of the well bore 1% has been exaggerated relative to the 
diameter of the well casing. In FIGURE 1, plural oil 
producing formations or zones A, B and C are illus 
trated at different elevations along the well bore 10, and 
in this connection, it should be understood that the in 
vention is applicable to wells having a single-producing 
formation or multiple formations at different levels as 
shown in FIGURE 1. In like manner, the formation 
protecting and production valve units forming the sub 
ject matter of the invention are applicable to producing 
formations of uniform thickness or varying thickness. 
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More particularly, in FIGURE 1, the formations A, B 
and C vary in thickness with the intermediate forma 
tion B being the largest and the formation C the small— 
est. The formation protector and production valve 
units according to the invention are shown generally at 
D, E and F in ‘FIGURE 1 adjacent to the formation A, 
B and C. Each of these units may be of a different 
length to correspond generally to the vertical thickness 
of the adjacent oil producing formation. In FIGURE 
1, the units D and F are of equal length to accommo 
date the formations A and C of nearly equal thickness 
while the unit E is longer to accommodate the forma 
tion B of greater thickness. 
The units D, E and F in FIGURE 1 are shown con 

nected in a conventional string of well casing 11 in 
cluding casing sections 12 having inter?tting screw 
threaded engagement in the usual manner. After drill 
ing the well bore 1% to the required depth and location 
of the producing formations A, B and C in a known 
manner, the casing string 11 with the units D, E and F 
of the invention connected therein is lowered into the 
well bore and the procedure in this respect is conven 
tional throughout and is not interfered with by the 
presence of the invention. AIS shown in FIGURE 1, the 
invention units D, E and F are positioned in the well bore 
at the respective levels of the producing formations A, B 
and C as accurately as possible. 
FIGURES 2 through 7 illustrate in detail the invention 

unit D which is identical to the unit F and differs from 
the intermediate unit E only in that it is somewhat 
shorter, as stated. In this connection, it is again em 
phasized that each invention unit may have a length to 
correspond generally to the depth or thickness of the ad 
jacent producing formation of the well. 
With reference to FlGURE-S 2 through 7, the unit D 

comprises an inner relatively stationary pipe 13 which is 
screw-threaded at its top and bottom ends, as indicated 
at 14 and 15 for connection with well casing sections 12 
forming components of the casing string 11. Thus, in 
effect, the pipe 13 is assembly constitutes an integral sec~ 
tion of the well casing. Surrounding the pipe 12 in con 
centric spaced relation thereto and ‘substantially coexten 
sive therewith is an outer relatively stationary cylindrical 
sleeve or pipe 16, open at its top and bottom ends and 
preferably including ?ared top and bottom mouth por 
tions 17. An open annular passage 18 is provided be 
tween the pipe 13 and sleeve 16 for a purpose to be de 
scribed. Vertically spaced groups of short radial port 
tubes 19 are rigidly anchored within openings of the pipe 
13 and sleeve 16 by welding or the like, in a fluid tight 
manner, and serve to rigidly interconnect the pipe 13 and 
sleeve 16 permanently is assembly. Each group of port 
tubes 19, FIGURE 7, comprises preferably four circum 
fentially spaced port tubes, although any preferred num 



3 
her. of thesame may be employed in a group in'equidis— 
tantly spaced relation as found desirable.v Likewise, any - 
preferred number of vertically spaced groups of the port r 
tubes 19 may be provided in the unit depending upon the . 
thickness of the adjacent‘ producing formation. In-this 
connection, the units D and F employ two groups of the . ~_ 
port tubes 19, as shown, while‘ the'unit Eadjacent to the . 
thicker formation B employs three vertically spaced groups 
of the port tubes 19. Still thicker producing formations 
may accommodate even longer invention units having‘ 
four or more equidistantly spaced groups of the radial' 
port tubes, as should now be obvious to anyone skilled in i 
the art. 

10 

The ‘inner ends of. the port tubes 19 are ?ush with the r ' 
cylindrical‘ bore of the pipe~13, whereastthe outer por— 
tions of: the. port tubes 19 project radially beyond the; 
outer‘face of sleeve 16 and carry ?at annular ?anges~20l 
at their outer extremities. All of the ?anges 20 are spaced ' 
equidistantly radially from the periphery of the» sleeve 16. 
. 'An expandable ‘packing jacket ‘or sleeve 21, of rubber 

,like material, including synthetic rubber and certain" 
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be out of registry with the portv tubes '19, and tube 24 as 
shown in FIGURE 2. At this time,.the sleeve valve 33 
completely covers or closestheseveral ponttubes and the 

tube 24 containing theqvalve element ‘29.1 A's‘shown in} . FIGURE 3, a slightdownward movement of’ the sleeve’ 

valve v33 shifts'the port 35 into: registration with the tube’ 
24 while the portsf35~ are stillv out of registry with theiport 
tubes 19 'andthe latterrremains closedjby the ‘sleeve valve. . 

. In a further downwardly adjusted position of the’ sleeve . 
valve :33, FIGURE 4, the latter hasitsports 34 in reg- : 
istry with, the port tubes 19 and'the port 35 has then passed 
below the tube 24 and is out of registry therewith and the‘ 
tube 24 is covered by‘ the sleeve valve 331' .Thus, the port' 
tubes 19 are never uncovered when the tube- 24:. is uncov- . 
cred and vic'e-versa.v . However,- all :of the port tubes andv 
the tube v24 may be coveredor closed, simultaneouslyas' 
depicted in FIGURE 2 but these elements are never open : 
or uncovered simultaneously as explained above; 

20 

stretchable plastics materials, ‘surrounds the sleeve 16 and 1 ' 
is substantially coextensive therewith.‘ ‘ Opposite‘ end por 
tions of the jacket 21 are ?rmly secured to corresponding : a 
end portions of ‘the sleeve 16 in a ?uid tight manner by, 25 
metal clamping bands 22. Intermediate portions of the ;. 
jacket-21 have radial openings receiving the port tubes 19 
snugly. with the ?at ?anges 20 engaging outwardly of the > 
jacket 21 and securely bonded thereto in a ?uid tight mana 
ner-as at 23‘. The jacket 21 is otherwise free from attach 
mentto the rigid sleeve 16;‘and the interior of the jacket 
21 is adapted to receive ?uid under pressure for expande 
ing the jacket in a manner presently to'be describeda ,\ The 
interior of the pipe‘13 is in direct communication with the -; 
surrounding oil producing formation through the several ’ 
port tubes19. 
The sleeve or pipe 16 together with'the packing jacket ' ' 

21 thus constitute a complete packing means or unit ac 
cording to theinvention, FIGURE 4, etc. . 
A short ‘radial tube 24 isrigidly anchored by welding or 

the like within aligned openings 25 and 26 of the sleeve. 
'16 andpipe. 13 near and below the top ends ‘of the same, 
and above the uppermost group of port tubes 19.: ‘If pre 

.40, 

ferred, the tube 24 may be located near the lower ends 
of the elements 16 and 13 or at some other point along 
the same. The inner end of the'short tube 24 is ?ush with 
the bore of the pipe 13 as best shown in FIGURE 5, and 
its outer end may‘ be ?ush with the periphery of the rigid 
sleeve 16. The tube 24 has ?uid tight engagement with 
the pipe‘131and sleeve '16“ Theiouter end‘ of thetube. 

45.. 

50 
24 is covered by a plate 27 welded therein and having 7 
an. outwardly tapering conical seat 28 formed therein for . 
a conicallyv tapered check valve'element 29, having an r 
inwardly extending radial stem 30 disposed centrally with: ' 

‘ in the short tube 24. A compressible coil spring 131 sur ~ 55. 

rounds, the stem 30 and has its forward end bearing upon . 
theiplate 27 and its rear- end bearing uponra collar 32, 
having screw-threaded engagement with the stem 30 and‘ '._ ‘I 
adjustable thcreonto regulate the tension of the spring 31. 
The spring 31‘maintains the .valve element 29 normally, 
closed or'seated but allows outward‘ opening of the valve 
element under the influence of sui?cient ?uid pressure in 
the ‘tube 24; vWhen the valve 29 is opened by ?uid pres— 

60 

‘sure, such ?uid may enter the jacket 21 and expand the . 
jacketinto sealing and protecting engagement with the 
surrounding producing formation, as’ illustrated in FIG 
URES 1, 3, 4 and ‘Z. , 

Slidable‘ within the pipe 13 is an elongated open-ended 

65 

cylindrical sleeve valve element 33 having groups of radial ‘ 
ports 34 adapted to register with-the port tubes 19-upon 
longitudinal movement of the sleeve valve downwardly, 
FIGURE 4. The sleeve valve 33 has an additional radial 
port 35 ‘formed therethrough adapted to register withithe 
short tube. 24,‘ FIGURE 3. The arrangement or spacing; 

:75 of the ports 34 and 35 is suchithat all of the ports’ may 

The pipe 13 isvprovidedv near-rand inwardly of its oppo 
siteends .withannular shoulders 36 and 37 adapted to 
abutrthe opposite‘ends of, the sleeve valve-‘331m positively 
limit vaxial movementgithereof- in“ opposite‘wdirections.» 
When the top ‘of the vsleeve (valve 33 engages the upper. 
shoulder 36,- FIGURE ,-2, all'of, the port tubes .19, and.‘ 
the short‘tubei24 are closed by the sleeveJvalve.v ..When' 
the bottom of the sleeve valve engages the shoulder-37',‘ . 
FIGUREI’4, an of the'portvtubesg19u'are uncovered and 
the tube .24‘ :is, covered; In {an 1 intermediate elevated 

~' position of the: sleeve valve '33 shown in broken .linesjn‘ 
.30 ' FIGURE 4, the same'may be causedto cover all 'of the 

port tubes 19 and the short tube 24;but with the port 35v 
below the tube 24 ratheri’than above‘ it as depictedrin ‘ ' 
FIGURE 2. - ' 

Means are provided to prevent rotation of the‘? sleeve 7 
valve 33- within' the 'pipe,13 while allowing longitudinal ; 
movement of the-sleeve valve and ‘thus, preventing ‘mis 
alignment of the sleeve valve ports with the‘ tubes 19 and 
24. Such'means, may comprisea longitudinal.‘ slot or 
keyway 38‘ formed. through V the side ‘wall I ‘of thefsleeve 

valve 33‘near one end thereof and receiving?jslidablya keyrelement 39rigidv with the >piper13 and projecting in,-‘ 

wardly'. radially'thereof. iOther like means-7 may be vu'ti 
lized to prevent rotation : of the sleeve :valve vwhile 
permitting it to move longitudinallytbetween the shoul-f. 
ders 36 and 37.." U y . 

If preferred, the sleeve :valve ~33 Emay, be ‘constructed 
to rotate within the pipe 13 _rather._than to reciprocate 
therein for moving ,the ports Stand» 35 into gandiout of: ‘ 

A registrationwith the port tubes 19,.and valve ‘tube 241.1 
vIn such case, thepports: 34 and 35 are positioned circum'- 
ferentially onthe sleeve valve to :allow the desired cover 
ing and uncovering lot the tubes ~19Fand 24 upon turning 
of the sleeve valve the required distance: ‘ 
The sleeve valve :33 is provided near its top and: bot 

tom ends and at'suitable' intermediatepoints with O-n'ng 
seals 40‘or the liketo provide a ?uid ‘tight/lit between the 
sleeve valve vand pipe, :13. Theseseals cause the sleeve 
valve to have a very ‘snug ‘?tiwithin the pipe: 13 and to 
maintain .a particular longitudinally, adjusted; position, J 

The seals 40-. are arranged onthe > ' 

sleeve valve so thatthey will never’ pass over; the mouths -' . 
of the port tubes .19 rot-‘tube 24.1whereHtheymight be 

without movement. 

damaged byv the :latter or. :where the} seal betweenthe 
sleeve valve and pipe might be lost: ' ' 
The sleeve ~valve;33 is shifted axially by any convert‘; 

tional expanding type setting; tool 201' - packer, :well ‘known 
to'those‘ skilled in the art-’ and lowered through the casing ; 
string‘ _11 .to;,reach:the sleeve valve :of any. particular in- - 
ventionv unit , D, Y or F. . These‘ unitsimaygi be operated 
independently. or selectively as: stated;v 'andvthis ‘feature 
is an important‘part'of the invention; a a ' 

i .The operation of. theapparatus in the practice ofthe 
,7 method is as’ follows. 

The string, of casing'll. is lowered into. the well in the‘ 
conventional manner withitheinventionunits‘ D, E; F,“ 
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etc. connected therein. At this time, the jacket 21 is 
collapsed and lies ‘close to the rigid sleeve 16 for each 
packing means and each sleeve valve 33 is elevated against 
the shoulder 36 and the port tubes 19 and valve tube 24 
are all closed by the sleeve valve. 
When the units D, E and F are positioned within the 

producing formations A, B and C, FIGURE 1, the sleeve 
valves 33 of the several units are shifted downwardly by 
the use of a suitable setting tool to the position shown 
in FIGURE 3, wherein the ports 35 register with the 
tubes 24 on each unit. At this time, the port tubes 19 
remain covered by the sleeve valve. Fluid under pres 
sure is now introduced into the casing string 11 and the 
interiors of the sleeve valves 33 and when this ?uid pres 
sure is sufficiently great, the check valves 29 are opened 
against the force of adjustable springs 31 and the fluid 
under pressure passes through the short tubes 24 and in 
?ates or expands each elastic packing jacket 21 outwardly 
into ?uid tight protecting and sealing engagement with 
the surrounding producing formation A, B or C. As 
shown in FIGURE 1, each expanded jacket 21 assumes 
an in?ated cylindrical shape and uniformly engages the 
well bore over substantially the full area of the adjacent 
producing formation, except for the small dimpled local 
areas adjacent the ?anges 20. When the ?uid pressure 
is relieved in the casing string, the check valves 29 close 
automatically under in?uence of springs 31 and the 
jackets 21 remain expanded against the bore of the for 
mation to subsequently protect and seal the same. At 
this time, the sleeve valve 33 of each unit may be returned 
to the position shown in FIGURE 2 or to the broken 
line position in FIGURE 4 for covering the short tubes 
24 and also covering the port tubes 19. When the ?uid 
pressure to expand the jackets 21 is created in the casing 
string, the bottom end of the casing may be closed off 
by means well known in the art. 

While the jackets 21 remain expanded and the tubes 
19 and Y24' are covered by the sleeve valves, cement is 
forced downwardly through the casing string and ?ows 
upwardly exteriorly of the casing in the usual manner 
to cement the casing string within the well bore 10. 
However, the cement shown at G in FIGURE 4 cannot 
pass between the in?ated jackets 21 and the well bore 10‘ 
and is caused to flow upwardly through the open annular 
passage 18 of each invention unit to cement the well cas 
ing sections 12 securely above and below and adjacent 
each invention unit and producing formation. When the 
cement G hardens in the well bore, the producing forma 
tions A, B and C remain permanently free of the cement 
and other foreign material and the jackets 21 may remain 
in?ated inde?nitely until they disintegrate with the pas 
sage of time. The cement may remain in the annular 
passage 18 of each unit and willdo no harm therein. The 
entire well casing string is supported by cement through 
out its length, above, below and opposite the oil produc 
ing formation or formations. 
When the cementing of the well is completed in the 

described manner, a selected one or more of the sleeve 
valves 33 may be shifted downwardly into engagement 
with the bottom shoulder 37 as illustrated in FIGURE 4. 
When this occurs, the ports 34 register with the port 
tubes 19 and the valve tubes 24 are covered by the sleeve 
valve. The adjacent producing formation A, B or C is 
now placed in ‘direct communication with the interior of 
the casing string through the tube ports 1§ and the oil 
under pressure flows directly in the direction of the arrows 
in FIGURES 4 and 7 and upwardly through the casing. 
Consequently, the production from the adjacent forma 
tion is achieved without the necessity for any perforation 
of the casing and formation. ' 
When it is desired to produce a different one of the 

several formations A, B and C, the sleeve valve 33 of 
the unit previously utilized may be shifted upwardly 
slightly to the broken line position indicated in FIG 
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6 
URE 4 .to cover the port tubes 19 of that unit and to 
also maintain the tube 24 covered. Another of the sleeve 
valves 33 in another unit E or F may now be positioned 
in the manner shown in FIGURE 4 to produce oil from 
the adjacent formation B or C. In this manner, the sleeve 
valves 33 are selectively operated to produce selectively 
the formations A, B and C. As previously stated, by 
eans of the invention, any number of separate oil pro 

ducing formations in a well may be selectively produced 
or closed off as the need requires, and any number of the 
invention units may be included in the string of casing at 
properly spaced intervals to be located at the producing 
zones. Likewise, the units of the invention may have 
one, two, three or any practical number of groups of the 
port tubes 19 provided therein depending upon the size 
of the producing formation to be dealt with. 

Additionally, in instances where one or more of the 
prducing frmatins A, B and C is exceedingly deep or 
thick, several of the individual invention units D, E or F 
may be placed in end-to-end relation in the particular 
formation and connected in the casing string, in lieu of a 
single invention unit which might be excessively long. 
Such multiple invention units conn'eoted closely in series 
could be identical to the unit D or to the unit E and may 
be provided individually with any preferred number of 
groups of the port tubes 19 and associated elements. 
The invention therefore constitutes a highly e?icient 

and economical method and apparatus for completing a 
well including the steps of protecting and sealing the pro 
ducing formations, cementing the casing above and below 
and opposite each formation, and selectively obtaining 
the oil ‘from each formation in the order and in the 
manner desired, and without the necessity for perforations. 

It is to be understood that the form of the invention 
herewith shown and described is to be taken as a pre 
ferred example of the same, and that various changes in 
the shape, size and arrangement of parts may be resorted 
to, as well as variations in the order or sequence of method 
steps, without departing from the spirit of the invention 
or scope of the subjoined claims. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. In apparatus for completing oil wells, a valve unit 

and formation protecting device comprising an inner pipe 
to be connected in a tubular string adjacent a producing 
formation of the well, an exterior sleeve surrounding said 
pipe and anchored thereto in spaced substantially con 
centric relation therewith to form a through passage for 
cement and ?uid between the pipe and sleeve, an out 
wardly opening check valve on the pipe and sleeve and 
communicating with the exterior of the sleeve and the 
interior of the pipe, a spring normally maintaining the 
check valve closed but allowing it to open under the 
in?uence of ?uid pressure in the pipe, an expandable 
elastic jacket surrounding the sleeve and secured thereto 
near opposite ends of the sleeve and adapted to expand 
against the bor of said formation under ?uid pressure 
admitted to the jacket when the check valve is open, 
radial port tubes anchored to the pipe and sleeve and se 
cured to the jacket at spaced localities thereon and com 
municating with the interior of the pipe and the exterior 
of the jacket adjacent the formation, an open-ended 
axially movable sleeve valve within the pipe and having 
radial ports adapted to register with the port tubes in one 
axial position of the sleeve valve and a port adapted to 
register with the check valve in another axial position of 
the sleeve valve, the sleeve valve, in intermediate axial 
positions thereof covering the check valve and port tubes, 
and guide means engaging the sleeve valve to prevent it 
from rotating but allowing it to shift axially within said 
pipe. 

2. The invention as de?ned by claim I, and a pair of 
stop shoulders on said pipe near opposite ends thereof 
engageable with corresponding ends of the sleeve valve 
to positively limit axial movement thereof. 

3. The invention as de?ned by claim I, and sealing rings 
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on said sleeve valve engaging the bore .of the-pipeina 
?uid tight manner and positioned to avoid engagement 
with said port tubes and check valve in all adjusted posi= 
tions of the sleeve valve.- ~ Y 

4.:The invention as de?ned by claim 1, and clamping 
bands surrounding opposite end portions of said jacket to 
clamp thesame snugly in a ?uid tight manner to said 
exterior sleeve; ' ‘ ' j 

5. The invention as de?ned by, claim 1, and ?at annular 
?anges on the outer ends of the port tubes and spaced 
radially of said exterior sleeve and bearing upon localized, 
areas of said jacket and bonded thereo, said jacket having 
openings receiving said port tubes. 

6; Apparatus for completing wells comprising a pro 
ducing casing mounted within a well bore and extending ‘ 
adjacent to a plurality of suspected oil bearing formations 
at. di?erentelevations along the ,well bore, expandable 
means on the casing adjacent each formation to engage 
the latter and protect .the same and ‘forming with the 
casing ,a through passage exteriorly of the casing through 
which cement maybe ?owed to seal the well boreabove 
and below each formation and expandable means, and, 
selectively operable means on said casing adjacentgeach 
formation to place each formation selectively'into,com-v 
munication with said casing.- . , > 

~ 7. Apparatus for completing a well comprising a pro-' 
ducing casing within the well bore extending adjacent to. 
several oil producing formations at different elevations 
along the well bore, ?uid pressure operable, packing means 
on the casing adjacent said formations to engage and pro 
tect the latter and having a through passage exteriorly of 
the casing ‘through which cementlmay be introduced to 
seal the well bore intermediate said formations,» and 
selectively operable sleeve valve means on the casing ad-' 
jacent each formation tov bring the several formations 
into communication with said casing in the order for, ob— 
taining the maximum yield from the several formations. 

‘8. ‘Well completion apparatus comprising a.v pipe 

' eachfformation and each expandable i-s-le’evetdevice and‘ 
' ‘operabletto place the'vin'teri'or of the; casing string in ?uid. E 
?ow communication with the exterior of the expandable, I a 
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adapted to be connected ina string of casing in a well ' 
adjacent a producing formation of the well, an exterior 
sleeve surrounding said pipe in spaced substantiallyvcon 
centricrelati-on thereto and anchored to saidpipe, radial 
passage means ‘leading from the interior ‘of the pipe 
through the exterior of said sleeve, an expandableljacket 

, surroundingsaid sleevevand secured thereto near cor 
responding ends ,of the sleeve and jacket, said radial 
passage means extending through said jacket and com 
municating with the well exteriorly of the jacket, fluid 
pressure responsive valve means on said pipe and exterior 
sleeve adaptedsto open under the in?uence of fluid pres 
sure in said pipe to cause expansion of said jacket-into 
protective contact with the wall of said formation, said 
valve means when open de?ning a communicating passage, 
between the interior of the pipe and the interior of said 
jacket, and a sleeve valve axially movably mounted within ;, 
the pipe and having radial ports adapted to selectively 
register with said radial passage means and ?uid'pressure 
responsive valve means, said sleeve valve also adapted in, 
one adjusted position thereof to cover said radial passage 
means and ?uid pressure responsive valve means. 

a 9. Well completion apparatus comprising a stringof 

40, 

45 

tion iwiththe adjacentlproducing formation, and a second 2 
movable valve means within the; casing string; adjacent 

sleeve device \a-tthe; adjacent formation? ' » 
‘ l?xApparatus for‘ cementing a ,Well having, multiple. 
.level producing ‘formations, and. for selectivelycobtaining 
?uid from saidjformations after cementing, said apparatus 1 
comprising a tubular string to be placed in the, well- [and 
adapted to extend adjacent said’ multiple level formaa ‘ ' 
tions of-the well, andfa corresponding number of spaced ‘ 
units on said string adjacent the formations for-?rst Ice-l 
menting the well above ‘and ,belowy'each formation andlfor ‘ 
then selectively obtaining ?uid from the ‘formations after 1 
completion of cementing, each ‘unit comprising a pipe 
section constituting-a portion {of said string and‘, connected ; 
‘therein, a substantially rigid intermediate sleeve surround 
ing said pipe section and spaced therefrom; to de?ne there-, 
with an annular through passage for cement, an expand-V 
able, packer sleeve mounted upon and surrounding said 

_ intermediate’ sleeve and substantially coextensive axially V 
therewith and vhaving its opposite ends ;,secu-red;t¢o;' the ' 
exterior of the intermediate sleeve’in substantially ?uid 
tight engagement, spaced 'radialtubular port elements ex-;' 
tending between and interconnectingritsaid 'pipej'section, 
intermediatesleeve and packer sleeve and serving to place: 
the interior of the, pipe section in ?uid ?ow communicae 
tion with the formation exteriorly ,of the Ipackerj sleeve, 
?uid pressure operable valve means connected, withjsaid 1 
pipe section and’ intermediate sleeve and communicating _. 
with the interior’ of ,the- packer sleeve and‘ operable :in 
response to. ?uid pressure in the ‘pipe section for. expand 
ing the packet ;sle'eve into protective covering contact 

' withrthe wall of the formation along‘substantially thev 
length of, said unit,‘ and an axially shiftable open-ended 
sleeve valve within said pipe sectionand-having radial side} ; 
openings for registration with ‘ the tubular, portv elements ' 
so that the latter’ may :be selectively; ,covered and un 
covered. ' ‘a j ' ‘ V ' 

- 11. The invention as de?ned .by claim 10,1and interena 
gaging .means on said: :pipe section and ‘sleeve valve 1Q 
positively limit 1 axial movementgof the, sleevetvalve and. 
to align the radial side openingsof thesleeve' valve with 
said, tubular: port. elements inone- axially’, adjustedvposi-r , 
tion of the sleeve valve. ; 

12. Apparatus for‘ cementing‘ "awellf‘ having’, plural?’ 
multi-level producing‘ formationvandrfor;selectively ob,-v 
taining ?uid from said formations after; cementing in a 
continuous cycle vof operation, with said ‘apparatus, said 
apparatus comprising a tubular string vadaptedito'extend? . 
adjacent to: all Iof said, formations within said :well, a ' 

a rigid sleeve mountedupontheexterior of said‘ string :at 
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casing to, ‘be arranged in‘ a Well bore having a plurality-of , 
vertically spaced producing formation-ma corresponding 
number ofv?uid pressure operable expandable sleeve de 
vices on said casing string adjacent, said formations each 
adapted when expanded to engage, cover and protect one 
formation substantially, intermediate open-ended sleeve 
means on the casing string adjacent eachformation and 
each expandable sleeve device and disposed between the 
sleeve device and casing string and de?ning with the latter 
an annular through passage for cement, a ?rst valve 
means connected with, the casing string and operated by‘ 
?uid-pressure within the casing string to pressun'zethe 
interior of the expandable sleeve device for expanding 
the same into engaging,‘ covering and protecting rela» 
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each formation: in‘ spaced relation to the’ string, and ,de 
?ning ,betweent the sleeve and string an-aXial through 
passage for cement, a ?exible‘ expandable packer sleeve. , 
mounted upon each‘ rigid sleeve at each formationand 
having vopposite vend portions secured snugly to therigid , ' 
sleeve nearv opposite ends of they rigidsleeve, a plurality . 
of spacedv radial tubular port 'elementszconnected with’ 
said string; rigid sleeve and, packer sleeve'at each forma-,, 
tion" and bridging said through'passage and: serving to 
place the interior‘ of vthe tubular ‘string in 1?uid ?ow ‘com? 
municaitonjwiththe exterior of thepackersleeve and said‘ . 
formation," valve means connectedvwith said stringandt" 
rigid sleeve at each’ formation and operable?’ in, response ,_ 
to ?uid pressure withinthe string vIto admitrt?uid under 
pressure into the, interior ofi'the packer sleeve and. :be- a 
tween the packer, sleeve andirig‘id sleeve for expanding the ' 
packer sleeve into covering engagement with the wall of a 

- the formation, ‘ vand :a sleeve :valve qelement movably. 
mounted within the string at eachformatio'n and having _ 
side vports adapted for registrationiwith said tubularporti'i , 
elements-to uncover the, latter in-one: adjusted position of 
the sleeve valve element. 7 a » 
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13. In a method of completing a well, the steps of low 
ering tubular string with a plurality of longitudinally 
spaced packing jackets attached thereto and spaced radi 
ally therefrom into the well, engaging and substantially 
covering spaced multiple level producing formations in 
the well exteriorly of the string .and around the string 
with said packing jacket and while the string is positioned 
in the well, forcing cement downwardly through the 
string and then upwardly exteriorly of the string and be 
tween the string and said packing jackets covered forma— 
tions to cement the string above and below and opposite 
each formation and maintaining each formation covered 
to protect it from the cement, and then selectively pro 
ducing ?uid from said covered formation through said 
packing jackets into said string for passage upwardly 
therein. ‘ 

14. In a method of completing a well, said well having 
spaced multiple level producing formations, the steps of 
placing a tubular string with a plurality of longitudinally 
spaced packing jackets attached thereto and spaced radi 
ally therefrom into the well and causing said string to ex 
tend adjacent said formations, cementing the string within 
the well ‘above and below and opposite each formation 
and exteriorly of the string and between the ‘string and 
packing jackets while the packing jackets are in covering 
and protecting relationship with the pores of said forma 
tions, and then selectively placing the interior of the 
string in direct ?uid ?ow communication with said forma 
tions through said packing jackets so that the string may 
receive ?uid selectively therefrom. 

15. In a method of completing a well, the steps of low 
ering a tubular string with an expandable packing means 
attached thereto and spaced radially therefrom into the 
well and positioning the packing means opposite a pro 
ducing formation in the well, expanding the packing 
means into engaging and covering relation to said pro 
ducing formation exteriorly of the string and around the 
string, forcing cement downwardly through the string 
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and then upwardly exteriorly of the string and between 
the string and packing means to cement the string in 
the well above, below and opposite said formation while 
maintaining the formation covered and protecting its 
pores from the cement, and then producing ?uid from 
the formation into the string through said packing means. 

16. Apparatus for completing a well comprising a 
casing string positioned within said well and extending 
‘adjacent an oil producing formation, an expandable pack 
ing means mounted on the casing string and spaced there 
from adjacent said formation and adapted when expanded 
to engage and cover the surface of the formation to pro 
tect the pores thereof, valve means connected with said 
string and packing means and operable to expand the 
packing means into said engagement with the formation, 
there then being a longitudinal through passage between 
the string and packing means to permit cementing the 
‘string above, below and opposite the formation, and 
additional valve means connected with the string and 
packing means adjacent the formation and operable to 
place the formation into fluid flow communication with 
the interior of the string through the packing means. 
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